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Your guide to thinking through
the process of selling your meat
Direct-To-Consumers
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What do great market displays include?

F A R M E R ' S M A R K E T S
P O P - U P S H O P S
O N - F A R M D I S P L A Y S
No matter where or how you set up your physical retail space, there are some
elements everyone should include:
YOUR GOAL
Attract attention in the most positive and trusting way. That means every detail,
from the table cloths, the signage, printed material you hand out, tent or trailer you
use... all should be carefully selected to establish the best first impression.
PAYMENTS
Clearly display your payment options. Have a cash drawer to hold bills, change and
checks; have a credit card processor if you're set up to do so. Avoid using swiping
hardware that attaches to your cell phone, and opt for a stand-alone device (like an
iPad) to process payments. It presents a more professional experience; cell phones
can be perceived as an inexperienced business and therefore more risky from a
consumer's perspective.
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PRODUCT SIGNAGE
Clearly share what products you have. Make sure it is legible from a distance and
includes pricing. If you have any value added claims (such as organic, pasture raised,
conventionally raised, etc), be sure to highlight those on a different sign than your
prices.
FREEZERS OR EXTENDED COLD COOLERS
Some states have travel requirements for transporting meat products so be sure to
check with your State Department of Agriculture for guidance. Generally speaking,
small freezers or higher-end coolers with extended cold times (Pelican coolers are
incredible) are suitable options for transporting product. You should always log
temperatures as part of a sound HACCP plan. NEVER use glass or mercury
thermometers; digital thermometers that can be easily sanitized are ideal. Once
meat is inside a cooler, begin logging the temps hourly to ensure the internal cooler
temp never gets above 42 degrees farenheit. It becomes a food safety issue if it does
and should not be sold to consumers.
SOCIAL CARDS
It is critical that you have a digital space for customers to learn more about you, your
farm and your products - a Facebook page, Instagram, YouTube, etc. I would argue
that the most important digital footprint is your website. You own the domain and
you own the content that is shared on your website. Consumers are more trusting of
businesses who have a social and digital presence - so much so that almost 90% of
consumers will only buy from a company who has a website.
At your physical set up, it is important to share your digital spaces with consumers.
Tell them where they can find you on social media and what your website is. Have it
printed on cards to pass out so they can remember later and have it written on your
signs.
FRIENDLY, WELCOMING FACES
In some cases, you may be the first producer a consumer has interacted with
directly. Ensuring that you or your staff are approachable, informed, prepared,
hospitable and friendly will make a lasting experience in the minds of consumers.
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What do I need to know about
selling online?

With today's technology, there is HUGE potential to sell your products online. If you
have any understanding of technology, I'd encourage you to build out a platform on
webpage builders that allow e-commerce on sites like Weebly, Shopify, SquareSpace
or WordPress. Some platforms can be more complicated than others, and you will
need to have dedicated time to learn the process, but if you can manage it in the
beginning, you will save thousands of dollars on the front end. And once you start
generating revenue from your online store, you can afford to hire a professional to
rework and improve your online shop.
Doing it yourself in the early stages will teach you so much about logistics, order
fulfillment, accounting, product variations, payment systems, and so much more!
From a product standpoint, we recommend selling pre-made packages at a flat price
or products at a flat price as opposed to per pound... it will make the order process
simpler, less confusing for your customers and will eliminate potential errors or loss in
revenue.
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Should I have a different website and social
media profiles for the farm and meat
businesses?

It is important to consider that your farm customers are not the same as your
meat customers. Ultimately, your digital presence is a place to inform potential
customers about your business, products and services, keeping in mind that
those will vary based on who your target audience is.
Information we share on our farm page(s) about semen and embryo sales,
livestock genetics, forage quality or equipment repairs is not important or
relevant to a meat customer. And in fact, it may discourage their purchase,
simply from a lack of understanding.
It is, however, VERY important that you share your farm's story with meat
consumers, highlighting your management practices, livestock development
philosophies, and everyday happenings on the farm. This is what connects us
to our consumers and humanizes food production for the general consumer.
We recommend having separate profiles to better connect with the audience
you are targeting. That's not to say that you need a thousand different social
platforms and twelve different websites - it simply means you have Businessto-Business customers on the farm side (farmers and ranchers) and you have
Business-To-Consumer customers on the meat side. You will engage
differently with the two in terms of your messaging, tone, language and
experiene. It can be cumbersome to manage multiple profiles and platforms,
so think hard about your capabilities beforehand and plan accordingly.
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What size packages sell best?
The answer to this will primarily depend on your clientele and the requests they make. Secondly
this will be dependent on your go-to-market strategy.
Consumers are used to purchasing retail cuts by the pound and typically would prefer the
convenience and experience of continuing this when purchasing elsewhere (i.e. from you, off the
farm). Vacuum packed meats, sold in 2 steaks/pieces per pack is considered the retail standard in
farm-to-table meat sales, with the following variations: 2 pounds ground bags; 2 pound sausage
packs; 1 pound stew meat.
In our experience, we have found that offering pre-mixed packages does very well and allows us
to move product that may otherwise end up as excess inventory and need to be sold at a discount.
We create options at varying price points to accommodate a variety of budgets. Packages could
include high, mid and low values and as long as you indicate that the packages "will include an
assortment of beef, pork or lamb cuts" customers become accustom to a variety pack. Some even
associate this variety with the opportunity to explore new recipes and preparation techniques,
which may be an opportunity for you to provide another layer of value for consumers in the form
of recipe cards, seasoning packs, cook books, etc.

What do I need to know about
labeling, naming and claims?
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By law, all farm-to-table meat that is sold to consumers must be inspected at a state
or federally inspected processing facility. If the processor is able to private label for
you, meaning they will label your meat with your brand, you may have the
opportunity to include special claims as well.
Labels are required to include the technical name of the cut, as described by the
Meat Identity Standards. This means that a consumer may request something that
you cannot label it as. For example, a Bavette steak is the consumer term for a
Botton Sirloin Flap and comes from a specific muscle in the sirloin. This provides
another opportunity to educate consumers about technical names while assuring
them that when they order a Bavette, they are getting that cut in the package
labeled Bottom Sirloin Flap.
If you plan to include any claims on your label, they are required to go through
additional approvals and are typically not done in-house at the processors. For
USDA inspected facilities, labels with special claims are submitted to the USDA for
initial approval, with subsequent labels with the same claims being allowed to be
approved by the in-house management at the processors. For state inspected
facilities, approvals are required through the State Department of Agriculture.
Claims can include anything along the lines of: "Pastured Pork", "Farm Raised Beef",
"Organic", "Naturally Raised", "Humanely Handled" or any certifications like the BQA,
PQA, or Project Non-GMO". You will be required to submit documentation that
affirm your claims, your historical records, data, and certifications, other forms of
validation before the approval process can begin. This is usually a 6-8 week process
so get started early.

A B O U T

920 Cattle & Co
With cattle as our foundation, we have transformed our business model to better serve
our customers, provide better opportunities for our employees and to build a family legacy
for generations to come.
As a fully integrated farm-to-table operation, we keep everything in house, allowing us a
unique perspective on the entire process of producers engaging directly with consumers.
We are now raising cattle, heritage hogs, and haired sheep that are all humanely
processed in our very own USDA inspected slaughterhouse and processing facility.
Unlike many producers, we deeply understand the butcher’s perspective and unlike many
butchers, we deeply understand the producer’s perspective. We hope these pages are
filled with experience, insight and wisdom for you to leverage in your own approach to
thriving in business and ranching.
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